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Torild Homstad, editor

President’s Greeting
It was wonderful
seeing so many
NORTANA members
in Oxford, Mississippi
earlier this month!
I would like to report
on a few items that
NORTANA has been
making progress on in the last few months.
Although it has gone more slowly than I had
hoped, the census of enrollments and course
offerings on Norwegian language and area
studies is nearing completion. I will provide a
summary in this newsletter. Likewise the
NORTANA database of available text and
reference books for learning Norwegian has a
fair number of entries and is searchable
at:www.nortana.net/resources/. I would still like
members to contribute suggestions for additional
material and add comments on the items we
already list. The easiest way to contribute to this
database is to email me directly and I’ll add it.
Our second essay contest has successfully
concluded with the selection of Nathaniel
Hopkins’ essay “Love’s Reconciliation: On the
Contemporary Significance of Ibsen’s Ethics” as
the first place winner. Nathaniel is a philosophy
major at St. Olaf. The prize for this essay,
generously contributed by NORLA, will include
a round-trip flight to Oslo and two nights stay at
a hotel. NORTANA will award books to Sonya
Hamburg (University of Washington) and Jenna
Larson (St. Olaf College) for their essays. I
would like to thank the NORTANA essay
judging panel composed of Hanna ZmijewskaEmerson, Jan Sjåvik, Ellen Rees, and Claudia
Berguson for their time and expertise in
selecting the winning essays. This essay
competition has generated interest in Ibsen and
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also in NORTANA, with a pending article in
News of Norway.
Our website continues to attract large numbers
of visitors. I’d like to urge members to send
frøkenvev (Kari Lie) suggested web links for
Norwegian studies. And we now offer two
readers’ guides but would like to expand the
inventory considerably (so please contact Torild
Homstad for details).
Linda Prestegård, Liv Mørch Finborud, Kristin Iglum

Finally, I’d like to comment on our mailing list,
gruppe@nortana.net. I am pleased that the list is
being used more than in the past, but I also feel
that we can continue to maintain contact oss i
mellom with the list by sharing ideas and tips on
teaching, announcing positions and material,
sharing our expertise both among our own
members and beyond to people who ask
questions. It’s always valuable to read
contributions from other members!

The winner of NORTANA’s Ibsen Essay
Contest was announced: Nathaniel Hopkins
from St. Olaf College. Thanks to the generosity
of NORLA, Nathaniel will be awarded with an
airline ticket to Oslo plus 2 nights’
accommodation in Norway’s capital.
Margaret Hayford O’Leary gave a brief report
on the Bjørn Jensen apartment at Sogn
Studentby. The apartment is booked until June
2007. NORTANA members get top priority in
the application process and are encouraged to
take advantage of this attractive and convenient
apartment.

I send my greetings for a productive and
renewing summer, wherever you may find
yourself.
Med vennlig hilsen
Louis Janus, NORTANA President

Torild Homstad announced that the Newsletter
will be distributed in a couple of weeks.
Member participation is essential in a Newsletter
such as NORTANA’s, and all members are
encouraged to send in announcements pertaining
to teaching, opportunities for study, textbooks
and other publications, CDs, DVDs etc. etc.
Torild also asked members to please pick a
favorite Norwegian book that is available in
English translation, and write a reading group
guide. See the NORTANA web site for Reading
Group Guide format.

NORTANA Spring Meeting Minutes
University of Mississippi
May 6, 2006
NORTANA members attended a luncheon
meeting at the annual SASS meeting, held this
year in Oxford, Mississippi. President Louis
Janus opened the meeting by asking all
participants to introduce themselves. Thirty-one
were in attendance, representing universities and
colleges in Canada, the U.S., and Norway.
NORTANA was especially honored by the
presence of Liv Mørch Finborud, Kristin Iglum
and Linda Prestegård from the Norwegian
Consulate General in New York.

Louis distributed a report from Frøken Vev (aka
Kari Lie) and asked people to please submit
links to froekenvev@nortana.net
He also encouraged members to make more
frequent use of NORTANA’s list serve at
gruppe@nortana.net
Consul General Liv Mørch Finborud introduced
her new staff, Kristin Iglum and Linda
Prestegård, who were attending their first SASS
meeting. Finborud reported on a number of
things:
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1. Norgesseminar 2006, to be held at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison
November 3-5. The topic: Ibsen
2. The many theatre productions in New
York celebrating Ibsenåret, and the very
successful Munch exhibit at MOMA
3. Ibsen poster exhibit: the Henrik Ibsen
museum has produced 9 posters that can
be sent to colleges and universities on
loan. Contact the Consulate General in
NY if you are interested.
4. Also available on loan are filmed
versions of plays by Ibsen from theatre
and television productions.
5. Scholarships: The Leiv Eiriksson
mobility program seeks to promote an
increase in scientific and technological
cooperation with the USA and Canada.
Mobility grants can be obtained for
research stays of three to ten months’
duration in Norway. Support is granted
in the form of a monthly allowance of
NOK 10,500 for individuals or NOK
21,000 for families plus a travel subsidy
of NOK 7,000 per person. Application
deadline: August 31, 2006. All stays
must commence after January 1, 2007.
Norges forskningsråd has been charged
with implementing this program.
Sami scholarship: sponsored by Nordisk
Sami Institutt to encourage and promote
research in Sami studies. Application
deadline is June 1, 2006 and the
recipient will be awarded NOK
20,000.

Jan Sjåvik was promoted to full professor at the
University of Washington.
Job announcement: Ellen Rees announced an
opening for a graduate student to teach second
year Norwegian at the University of Oregon.
Lifetime memberships: Audun Toven, Faythe
Thureen, Gerry Anderson, and Carla Waal will
be awarded lifetime memberships to
NORTANA.
Bulletin Board: Claudia Berguson asks
everyone to send her information about guest
lecturers from Norway. Claudia will coordinate
a bulletin board/calendar that will be posted on
the NORTANA web site.
Troy Storfjell thanked NORTANA members for
their expressions of sympathy and support when
his nephew died last spring during the SASS
conference in Portland.
The meeting was adjourned by Louis Janus.
Respectfully submitted,
Katherine Hanson, University of Washington

From the Consulate General’s Office in
New York
Recipients of Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Travel Grants for 2006:
Gergana May, Univ. of Washington
Kimberly Kenny, Univ. of Chicago
Odd S. Lovoll, St. Olaf College
John Weinstock, Univ. of Texas at Austin
Hanna Zmijewska-Emerson, Univ. of Minnesota
Anne G. Sabo, St. Olaf College
Roger Greenwald, University of Toronto
Ellen Rees, University of Oregon
Lee Sather, Weber State University
Kathleen Stokker, Luther College
Nancy Aarsvold, St. Olaf College
Kari Lie, Univ. of Texas at Austin
Lori Ann Lahlum, MN State Univ., Mankato
Terje I. Leiren, Univ. of Washington
Jan Sjåvik, Univ. of Washington

Margaret Hayford O’Leary told us about a web
site with current information on programs and
performances in the Midwest in conjunction
with Ibsenåret: www.ibsenmidwest.org
Louis congratulated the following for their
recent accomplishments, promotions etc:
Melissa Gjellstad received a 3-year post-doc at
Agder University College in Kristiansand.
Gergana May has successfully defended her
PhD dissertation and accepted a position
teaching Norwegian at Indiana University.
Ellen Rees was granted tenure and promotion at
the University of Oregon.
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Traveling Ibsen-exhibition still available

Set 2 (NFI):
-Vildanden
-Fru Inger
-Terje Vigen
-Udødelige Ibsen

The Consulate General has one set of the poster
series “To be a poet is to see — Ibsen in our
time” available as a loan for NORTANAmembers. The exhibition was produced for
Ibsen Year 2006 by The Norwegian Museum of
Cultural History/The Henrik Ibsen Museum in
Oslo for the Royal Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. It consists of 9 posters,
measuring 16 1/2 x 23 each, with gator board
backing and hanging hardware. It depicts
themes, texts and images from Ibsen’s
authorship, many which are just as relevant
today as they were back then. For further
information, please contact Beate Gran, Royal
Norwegian Consulate General, at (212) 3101502 or <mailto:bcg@mfa.no>bcg@mfa.no

Terje Vigen (directed by Victor Sjöström 1917)
48 minutes. Classic Swedish silent film adapted
from Ibsen’s poem about Terje Vigen who
rowed from the south of Norway to Denmark to
buy food for his family during the Napoleon
Wars. See www.ibsen.net>www.ibsen.net for a
detailed plot summary.
The Wild Duck (directed by Tancred Ibsen 1963)
115 minutes. This is the first Norwegian
adaptation of a work by Ibsen. See
www.ibsen.net>www.ibsen.net for a detailed
plot summary.
Lady Inger of Oestraat (directed by Sverre
Udnæss 1975) 100 minutes. Historical drama
from the 16 Century Scandinavia. There is a
rebel against the Danish King and against
religion. This is the background for Ibsen’s
drama about Lady Inger, perhaps the most
powerful woman who ever lived in Norway. See
www.ibsen.net>www.ibsen.net for a detailed
plot summary.
Immortal Ibsen! (Directed by Erling Borgen)
2000. 40 minutes. A documentary where Erling
Borgen explores different interpretations of
Ibsen’s plays in eleven countries and four
continents. Some of the world’s most prominent
actors and directors talk about their fascination
and understanding of Ibsen. The countries we
visit are among others China, Iran, Venezuela
and the United States and we get to know how
these different cultures view Ibsen in film and
on stage. The documentary shows how
adaptations from the different cultures manage
to sustain the controversial elements of Ibsen’s
work.

Liv Mørch Finborud, Ibsen (Rolf Stang), Sharon Berg

Ibsen movies
The Consulate General has ordered four copies
of two new sets of Ibsen movies that
NORTANA members can borrow (sets only, no
individual movies). The sets will be available in
our library shortly. Please observe that the
movies are intended for “classroom use” only,
and cannot be used for commercial or ticketed
events.
Set 1 (NRK):
-Fjernsynsteaterets Vildanden (1970), med Tor
Stokke, Mona Hofland og Anne Marit Jacobsen
- Et Dukkehjem (1973) med Lise Fjeldstad og
Knut Risan,
- Fruen fra havet (1979) med Liv Ullmann
- Rosmersholm (2001) med Laila Goody,
Wenche Foss og Bjørn Skagestad.
NORTANA NEWSLETTER

An Enemy of the People (Directed by Erik
Skjoldbjærg) 2005. 91 minutes. In this updated
adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s 1882 play,
television celebrity Tomas Stockman is faced
with a moral dilemma when he moves back to
his native village, and, together with his brother,
4
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devises a plan to produce the purest bottled
water in the world, thereby restoring economic
power to the community. Rumors unfold that
their water shows traces of illegal pesticide. One
of Norway’s top directors imbues the age-old
tension between economic and social concerns
with contemporary urgency.

Recommendation/invitation
A letter of recommendation from the
parent institution and a letter of invitation from
the host institution must be attached to the
application. Doctoral students must enclose a
letter from their supervisor indicating that the
research stay is an integral part of their doctoral
studies.

Leiv Eiriksson Mobility Program
In 2004, the Norwegian Ministry of Education
and Research presents its “Strategy for Scientific
and Technological Cooperation with North
America.” The objective of this strategy is to
promote an increase in scientific and
technological cooperation with the USA and
Canada. The Research Council of Norway is
charged with implementing this strategy. In
2005, the Council launches the Leif Eiriksson
mobility program to increase transatlantic
mobility and research cooperation.

Assessment criteria
The mobility program encompasses all
disciplines and subject areas and the following
assessment criteria will be employed:
• The applicant’s competence and scientific
qualifications
• The scientific purpose and value added of the
stay
• Quality of the receiving institution/research
environment
• Applicant’s age. For outbound mobility,
younger researchers under the age of 40 will
be given priority, all else being equal
• Longer stays. Stays of five months or more
will be given priority, all else being equal

Norwegian institutions may apply for mobility
grants for scientific staff and PhD-students for
research stays of three to ten months’ duration.
Mobility grants are available in the following
categories:

Application procedure

Outbound mobility (from Norway to the USA
and Canada)
Mobility grants can be obtained for research
stays of three to ten months’ duration at
recognized institutions in the USA and Canada.
Support is granted in the form of a monthly
allowance of NOK 10,500 for individuals or
NOK 21,000 for families plus a travel subsidy of
NOK 7,000 per person. Some operating costs
may also be granted to cover e.g. course and
seminar fees.

The closing date for submission of proposals
is 31 August 2006. All mobility grant
applications must be submitted via the eSøknad
electronic submission service and will be
processed by the end of 2006. Please note that
applications to the Research Council cannot be
submitted by institutions or nationals outside
Norway, and funding is disbursed as a grant to
the relevant institution in Norway. No overhead
costs may be deducted from mobility grants. All
stays must commence after 1 January 2007.

Inbound mobility (from the USA and Canada
to Norway)

An electronic application form will be available
6 weeks prior to the deadline.

Mobility grants can be obtained for research
stays of three to ten months’ duration in
Norway. Support is granted in the form of
a monthly allowance of NOK 10,500 for
individuals or NOK 21,000 for families plus a
travel subsidy of NOK 7,000 per person. Some
operating costs may also be granted to cover e.g.
course and seminar fees.

Stipend fra Samisk institutt
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The Nordic Sami Institute in Kautokeino
announces the “Israel Ruong Stipend of 20,000
NOK for the advancement of Sami research.
Deadline for suggesting candidates is June 1.
The Board for the NSI (Nordisk Sami Institutt)
set up the Israel Ruong stipend i 1983. The
stipend is intended to be a contribution to the
5
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advancement of Sami research, and is awarded
to a researcher who works in the areas Professor
Ruong was interested in.

Housing Available in Oslo/Nesodden
Two-bedroom furnished apartment (60 m2)
available for the 2006-2007 academic year for
5000 NOK per month. One half of a duplex on
Nesodden (30 minute total commute to Aker
Brygge) within walking distance of all facilities,
beach, schools, hiking, etc. For more
information contact Ellen Rees: ellen@rsd.no

More information is available on the Ruong
Stipend at: www.nsi.no or contact the Institute at
phone + 47 78 48 80 00. The stipend for 2006 is
20,000 NOK.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Vennlig hilsen
Linda Prestegård, Coordinator of International
Education, Royal Consulate General, New York

Two-bedroom furnished apartment near St.
Hanshaugen, available from end of August to
approximately June 1. Contact Torild Homstad:
homstad@stolaf.edu

Bjørn Jensen Leilighet Report

Fall 2005 Enrollment Census
Beginning Norwegian

NORTANA scholars who will reside in the
Bjørn Jensen leilighet in 2006-2007:

Here are some preliminary results for first year /
elementary Norwegian enrollments at various
institutions for Fall 2005. Many more schools
submitted statistics for later terms, and the
complete results will be posted on the
NORTANA website (and printed in the Fall,
2006 Newsletter).

June 2006: Anne Sabo. Anne will be co-host
and keynote speaker at an international
conference titled “Heterosexual desire in gender
equality discourse: A point of trouble?”
(http://www.skk.uio.no/English/heterosexual.ht
ml).
Mid-June to early August: Chip Sheffield,
Course Leader Oslo International Summer
School

Belgrade Brooten Elrosa High School, (k12)
Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato
Concordia College
Indiana University
Luther College
Norumbega Lodge (community ed)
Pacific Lutheran University
Scandinavian Center at PLU (community
ed)
St. Olaf College
University of Alberta
University of Alberta, Augustana Faculty
University of Chicago
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
University of Minnesota (extension,
distance ed)
University of North Dakota
University of Texas, Austin
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin – extension

August 2006: Lee Sather. Research at
Riksarkivet and Universitetsbibliotek to
complete a monograph on Prince Christian
August and the Scandinavian crisis of 18071810.
Fall 2006: Gurli Woods. Research on Merete
Morken Andersen.
Spring 2007: Kathryn Steen. Fulbright fellow
at the University of Oslo Department of
Archeology, Conservation and Historical
Studies.
Some pictures of the Bjørn Jensen leilighet at
Sogn Studentby, along with application
information can be found on the NORTANA
website at www.nortana.net.
Margaret Hayford O’Leary, BJ leilighet
coordinator
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11
8
30
7
78
19
25
3
80
10
11
10
40
10
53
18
48
32
11

So summarizing, k-12 enrollments = 11; college
/ university / extension = 462; community = 22.
Looking ahead to Spring Semester 2006
statistics, the Scandinavian Language Institute
(Seattle) can boast 80 in elementary,
Skogfjorden had reported 69 registered for 1week session, 222 for a 2-week session, 49 for
credit (4-week) and 4 already registered for the
new summer in Norway session (when they
reported in March), the Scandinavian School
(San Francisco) 12 registrations, University of
California-Berkeley, 5 in Elementary
Norwegian, University of Oregon January term
20, I hope to get more complete statistics from
more community ed sites, like the Sons of
Norway and 3M Language society (had 1 in
elementary and 10 in intermediate, Mindekirken
(Minneapolis) 53 in beginning; 32 in
intermediate; 37 in advanced; 19 beyond;
Norwegian On-line 27 beginning; Please feel
free to update by email: president@nortana.net.
Louis Janus

From frøkenvev
If you are looking for a way to connect your
students with other learners of Norwegian, might
I suggest:
www.community.livejournal.com/norskstudent.
It is a site for anyone who wants to ask questions
and inspire each other to learn Norwegian. A
very friendly and welcoming international site
for anyone who is interested in studying outside
of the classroom.
One of the most popular parts of nortana.net
continues to be the reading guides! The reading
guides present works of Norwegian literature to
the English- reading community. They include
publication information, an introduction, general
thoughts about the book and questions for
discussion. To date there are two books that are
available on the website: The Half Brother and
Maren Gripe. We are eagerly searching for
others who would like to add their favorite work
to the website. Contact Torild
homstad@stolaf.edu for more details.

Norwegian Program Cuts

Some of the link sections on nortana.net still
need expansion. If your interests are
specifically in history, politics, or culture, you
are encouraged to send your link suggestions to
kari@norwegianonline.net

As president of NORTANA, I’d like to make all
members aware of the cuts in the Norwegian
program at Concordia College (Moorhead, MN).
Rune Engebretsen tells me that the college’s
president (Pamela Jolicoeur) is suggesting a
reduction by 1/2 in the staff allotments in
Norwegian. We all know that Concordia is one
of the few colleges in North America with
particularly strong links and roots to Norway,
and that by reducing from 2 to 1 the FTEs, the
program will be severely crippled.

Study Opportunities
Scandinavian Studies in Telemark
Scandinavian Studies in Telemark in Bø,
Telemark University College is being offered
both semesters for the 2006-2007 academic year.
The deadline for spring semester applications is
October 1, 2006. For more information, visit
their website at www.tuc.no/scandstud

If any members want to show their support for
the program at Concordia, I would suggest that
you write a letter to the Dr. Pamela Jolicoeur,
Office of the President, Concordia College, 901
8th St. S., Moorhead, MN 56562

Norgesskolen

I plan to write a letter on behalf of NORTANA,
also, but more support would show the
importance of not reducing this program’s
ability to function.

Norgesskolen is a summer opportunity in
Norway for children ages 9-18, sponsored by
Nordmanns-Forbundet Norgesskolen is a three
week summer school (July 9-28) in Norwegian
language and culture for children of Norwegian
parents or of parents who for other reasons wish
to maintain a contact with Norway, Norwegian
culture and the Norwegian school system.

If you have questions, you can contact Rune
(Rune Engebretsen <engebret@cord.edu>
218/ 299-3608.
Louis Janus, President
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The school will be an opportunity for Norwegian
children living abroad to learn about Norwegian
language and culture. These children are usually
children of Norwegians stationed abroad or
children who have one Norwegian parent.

Useful websites
I am an avid (well, sometime) reader of
Norskklassen. A note today from one of the
really helpful native speakers mentioned the
website korrekturavdelingen.no. The site
describes itself:
Korrekturavdelingen.no er det mest
brukervennlige norske nettstedet innenfor
rettskrivning, tegnsetting og tekstbehandling.
Rådene og veiledningen som gis, er basert på
offisiell norsk rettskrivning og Språkrådets
vedtak.

There will be groups for those aged 9-12, 12-15
and 15-18, and the lessons will be given in
groups according to age and abilities.
The school and the participants will reside at
Tomb Agricultural School, which is a paradise
for children and youth of all ages. It has a wellequipped gymnasium and a soccer field in
addition to farm animals of all kinds.

Among the helpful pages, this site offers a
collection of common mistakes. Might help us
teachers, and certainly our advanced students.

Norgesskolen is run by Nordmanns-Forbundet
(The Norse Federation) whose purpose is to
maintain contact between Norway, descendants
of Norway, and friends of Norway abroad.

http://www.korrekturavdelingen.no/K4Vanligste
Korrekturfeil.htm

For further information, please read our
brochure and our application form,
downloadable from www.norgesskolen.no.
Please note that the language of instruction will
be Norwegian. Norgesskolen can accept
applications up until about mid-June.

You can also get a list of common words
changed by the 2005 spelling reform here
http://www.korrekturavdelingen.no/K4Reform2
005liste.htm
Did you know that both syv and sju are now
allowed, for example?
Louis Janus

For more information send an e-mail to
info@norgesskolen.no or call us at (+47) 23 35
71 70

Motskrift
The Institutt for nordistikk og litteraturvitenskap
at NTNU has announced that an electronic
edition of their publication, Motskrift nr. 2, 2005
is now available at
http://mime.hf.ntnu.no/hf/inl/forskning/Motskrift
Motskrift publishes articles in linguistics and
literature, and comes out twice each year.

Summer Study in Madison
Experience Madison, Wisconsin in the summer
months! Summer Norwegian and Swedish
language courses are being offered at UW
Madison. We are offering an intensive full-year
language course in eight weeks. Students who
take the summer course can transition into the
third semester language course in the fall.
Classes for the first semester of Norwegian or
Swedish begin June 19th and run through July
14th. Classes for second semester begin July
17th and run through August 11th. Norwegian
class meets Monday through Friday from 9:00
am to 12:00 pm. Swedish meets Monday
through Thursday from 9:00 to 12:30 pm.
Contact Judy Anderson (jlander3@wisc.edu) or
608-262-2090 for additional information.
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Ibsen Podcasts from NRK Radioteater
NRK has made Radioteater versions, primarily
from the 1950s, of all of Ibsen’s plays available
as podcasts, which can be downloaded from
http://www.nrk.no/podkast/ at no cost. Many
other programs are available as podcasts from
the same site, including Språkteigen and other
popular radio shows.
Ellen Rees, University of Oregon
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Film, Publications & Reviews

New life and society books from Norway

Crown Princess Märtha: The American Story

Intro, Samfunnskunskap
for voksne innvandrere, by
Ingebjørg Dolve and Janne
Grønningen, Cappelen,
2005, 140 pp. The authors
are employed at
Introduksjonssenter for
innvandrere i Drammen.
The full package consists of
book (NOK 198), available in several languages,
the website, and a teachers guide (NOK 350).

Participants in last fall’s Norway Seminar were
treated to a showing of the new documentary,
Crown Princess Märtha: the American Story.
The film chronicles the stay of Princess Martha
and her children in the US during WWII. It has
some beautiful footage of Washington DC
during this time and shows the importance
Norway played in the war effort. The film is
available from the Norwegian American
Foundation at, Market Place One, Suite 360,
2003 Western Ave, Seattle, WA 98121. An
order form is available at the www.norway.com
website. The DVD (including shipping and
handling) came to $23.45. I recently showed the
film to a group of students including adult
learners and one native Norwegian woman who
lived in Norway during the war years. The
showing was a big success and generated a lot of
discussion. It was about 50 minutes in length.
The film includes commentary by some of our
most famous NORTANA members, Terje
Leiren and Todd Nichol. The film makes a
lovely gift and should be included in all
Scandinavian Studies film libraries.
Peggy Hager, University of Wisconsin

As the title indicates, this book is aimed at the
adult immigrant audience in Norway. It is
designed to cover the first 50 hours of
instruction in Norwegian society according to
the new law of September 1, 2005, and is written
in a simplified Norwegian, probably
corresponding to the trinn 2 level (similar to
Stein på stein, for those who are familiar with
that series). The topics covered are those
specified by the centralized curriculum: being
an immigrant in Norway, Democracy, values
and welfare; health; education; world of work;
children and family; and facts about Norway. In
addition to general facts useful to immigrants,
“typical” immigrant types are used as examples.
We read about fictional figures such as Ömer
and his daughter-in-law Aygül and the Cho
family, but also read interviews with real
immigrants like Marsiha Sehic, adviser at the
Qualifications Center for Immigrants in
Trondheim, and Afshan Rafiq, representative
from the Conservative party. One of the best
features of the book, useful for us whether or not
we use the book, is the website:
www.intro.cappelen.no. Its sections parallel the
chapters in the book, and are available in
Norwegian (both bokmål and nynorsk), English
and several other languages. The website
contains some really excellent supplementary
materials, including articles (many with sound),
dialect samples, interactive maps showing
immigration patterns, full interviews referred to
in the book, and many links to relevant other
websites.
Margaret Hayford O’Leary, St. Olaf College

Cecilie Løveid: Engendering a Dramatic
Tradition
Tanya Thresher, Assistant Professor at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, has recently
published Cecilie Løveid: Engendering a
Dramatic Tradition. (Bergen, Alvheim & Eide,
2005). This is the second book in the series
Scandinavian Women Writers edited by Pål
Bjørby. The book is the first English in-depth
study of Løveid’s authorship. Løveid is one of
the most important contemporary Norwegian
dramatists. Tanya Thresher’s incisive and
provocative reading of Løveid’s central works
reveals a Scandinavian literary voice with
strong European resonances.
ISBN 82-90359-74-8. 170 NOK
The publisher’s personal email is Øyvind
Nicolaysen - onico@broadpark.no.
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Velkommen. Håndbok for
nye innbyggere i Norge,
produced by the Johannes
Læringssenter in Stavanger,
ed. Ø Linnsund, K.I
Torgersen and K.J. Tveit,
Forlaget kunst og kultur,
2005, 135 pp. Textbook: NOK 169. Teacher’s
guide: NOK 199. This book is available in
Norwegian (bokmål only), English, and several
other languages. Since it is based on the same
curriculum required of the law of September 1,
2005, it contains the same topics as Intro. Here
the similarity ends. While Intro is set up as a
textbook, with discussion questions, and a
variety of materials, including illustrations,
interviews, texts, web materials, Velkommen
appears to be exactly as the title indicates, a
handbook. It contains some attractive
photographs and a lot of text covering the
various required topics in reference book
fashion, but would be of less interest to an
American university audience. No website or
sound materials.
Margaret Hayford O’Leary, St. Olaf College

New York City and San Francisco Ballet;
conductors Esa-Pekka Salonen, Osmo Vänska,
André Previn, Neeme and Paavo Jarvi; architects
Eliel and Eero Saarinen; pianist Leif Ove
Andsnes and many others. The almanac itself is
a handsome volume of almost colorful and
informative 350 pages. Additional info at
www.NordicBaltic.US.
Louis Janus, University of Minnesota
Female Voices of the North II was published in
February 2006. It contains the works of women
writers from Norway, Sweden, Finland, and
Samiland, after 1814.
ISBN 3-7069-0155-2
Volume I of Female Voices of the North (ISBN
3-7069-0154-4) was published in 2002.
Volume I deals with women writers from
Denmark, Norway to 1814, Greenland, The
Faroe Islands, Iceland, and the Voluspà.
The volumes, edited by Inger Olsen and Sven
Rossell, contain articles about the various
authors, a segment of the work in question in the
original language, followed by a translation into
English of that text, followed by a bibliography
of the author’s work.

Nordic-Baltic-U.S. Almanac
2006-2007. Nordic-Baltic-US
Almanac, Inc. ISBN
09774025-0-9 $40.00. Can be
ordered from 2801 New
Mexico Ave, NW, suite 409,
Washington, DC 20007,

Congratulations!
Congratulations to those who were awarded
NORTANA Travel Grants from the Norwegian
Foreign Ministry.

This almanac covers past and present
connections between Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
and the USA. Each country is introduced by its
Ambassador. All sections contain scenic views
and interesting facts about that country. The
Almanac covers Diplomacy, Business, Trade,
Investment, Culture, Education, and Science.
Directory gives information on 3000
corporations and hundreds of other institutions.
Feature articles and interviews with the late U.S.
Chief Justice Rehnquist; Lithuanian President
Adamkus; Congressmen Sabo and Shimkus;
actor Viggo Mortensen; drummer Lars Ulrich of
Metallica; ABBA and “MAMA MIA!”;
directors Peter Martins and Helgi Tomasson of
NORTANA NEWSLETTER
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Ellen Rees received tenure and promotion to
associate professor at University of Oregon.
Jan Sjåvik received promotion to full professor
at University of Washington.
Tanya Thresher published a new book on Cecilie
Løveid, Cecilie Løveid: Engendering a
Dramatic Tradition.
Melissa Gjellstad will begin a 3-year post doc at
Agder University College in Kristiansand.
Maria Claudia Tomany was appointed to a
tenure track position at Minnesota State
University, Mankato.

Spring 2006

Triple congratulations to Gergana May who
starts a new position as lecturer and Coordinator
of Norwegian Language and Culture at Indiana
University, Bloomington this fall. She also
received her Ph.D. from the University of
Washington with a dissertation titled “Man at
the End of History: Henrik Ibsen’s Works in the
Light of French Post-Hegelian Theoretical
Thought.” Gergana and her husband Tobias
welcomed their first child, Kalina, in February.

you, and with any luck you’ll be seeing more of
my writing in print soon.
hilsen
Simon Helton

Todd Nichol, King Olav V Professor of
Scandinavian American Studies at St. Olaf
College, was awarded the Royal Norwegian
Order of Merit for outstanding service in the
interests of Norway.
Hanna Zmijewska-Emerson, University of
Minnesota, was promoted to Senior Lecturer.
1905 Award Ceremony

Arsena Ianeva-Lockney, University of
Minnesota, was promoted to Senior Lecturer.

Elisabeth Middleton, Simon Helton, Kristin Brudevoll

Torild Homstad received her Ph.D. from the
University of Minnesota. The title of her
dissertation is “Peacemaker & Rabble-Rouser:
Gender, Class and Pacifism in the Works of Nini
Roll Anker.”

Welcome to New NORLA Director
Welcome to the new Managing Director in
NORLA, Gina Winje, who comes to NORLA
from Aschehoug Agency. Dina Roll-Hansen,
Executive Officer worked previously at Norsk
Folkemuseum. Andrine Pollen and Per Øystein
Roland will continue to work with fiction and
non-fiction literature. Also on the staff is Ingrid
Overwien, Executive Officer.

Ibsen Essay Contest Results
Nathaniel Hopkins, a philosophy major from St.
Olaf College will be awarded the NORTANA
Ibsen Essay Prize at a ceremony in Oslo in
August. Sonya Hamberg, University of
Washington, who wrote on “The Importance of
the ‘Tomas Stockmanns’ in society and Ibsen’s
Role as a Fighter for Truth” and Jenna Larson,
St. Olaf College, whose essay is titled “Ibsen’s
Ethical Choice,” will each be awarded books for
their essays.

Thank you from 1905 Essay Winner
Dear NORTANA employees and members,
I wanted to write to express my gratitude for all
that you’ve done for me. Providing me with an
opportunity to write on one of my favorite topics
(Norway) and being rewarded in such a
generous fashion has been overwhelming.
Besides the plane ticket and hotel, meeting so
many people in the academic community of
Norway was a great privilege. Once again, thank
NORTANA NEWSLETTER
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Nathaniel Hopkins, Ibsen Essay Contest Winner
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Love’s Reconciliation: On the
Contemporary Significance of Ibsen’s Ethics
By Nathaniel T. Hopkins, St. Olaf College
hopkins@stolaf.edu
Respectfully submitted to: The Norwegian
Researchers and Teachers Association of North
America, For The 2006 Ibsen Essay Contest,
April 3rd 2006
In the late 19th century, Henrik Ibsen’s plays
passionately raised insightful questions about the
individual’s place within society that incited an
honest and critical self-reflection in audiences.
For this and many other good reasons, Ibsen
long ago joined the likes of Shakespeare and
Arthur Miller on the list of Great-WesternDramatists. Thankfully, though some facets of
his work do show their fair share of age, Ibsen
has survived the entombment that often goes
hand-in-hand with canonization and now, one
hundred years later, we have only begun to
realize just how complicated and poignant
Ibsen’s questions really are.
We have inherited a tradition of radical freedom
and individuality, one with which Ibsen was
very familiar and to which he was somewhat
sympathetic. Take the slamming of the door at
the close of A Doll’s House; this has become a
paradigmatic symbol for self-determining
freedom and choice. Nora has realized that she
has never actually chosen anything in her life
but has only been a passive commodity, passed
from one man to another. She tells Torvald, “I
have to stand completely alone, if I’m ever
going to discover myself and the world out
there.”1 Before Nora can ever be a parent or a
wife, she must first be herself. In Ibsen’s
oeuvre, this ideal of authenticity, free selfdiscovery, often appears as the foundation for all
other ethical commitments.
Though we in the liberal democratic West can’t
help but feel inspired by this message, our
culture has already traveled the length of this
road and has discovered where it leads. Totally
untempered, ideas like radical freedom,

individualism, and authenticity eventually arrive
at solipsism and nothingness. Jean-Paul Sartre’s
concept of the self as “a hole in the heart of
Being,” or Erving Goffman’s more postmodern
comparison of the self to “a peg” on which the
costume of a social role is hung, are both
foremost examples of this. 2 These self-centered
concepts have also spearheaded the erosion of
ethics into today’s problematic relativism, where
debates are irreconcilable and power is the only
viable currency.
In The Ethics of Authenticity, published in 1991,
Charles Taylor wrote, “…I can define my
identity only against the background of things
that matter. But to bracket out history, nature,
society, the demands of solidarity, everything
but what I find in myself, would be to eliminate
all candidates for what matters.”3 Our culture is
finally beginning to pull back the reigns on
radical individualism and recall the importance
of tradition, commitment, and community. But
the warnings of ethicists like Charles Taylor or
Alasdair MacIntyre are the same warnings that
Ibsen counseled over one hundred years ago.
Almost prophetically, Ibsen foresaw the
unsavory consequences of the liberal ideals that
he called “crumbs from the revolutionary table
of the last century.”4 No other play states
Ibsen’s ethical warnings as clearly as Peer Gynt.
Peer’s egoism, his confidence in his “essential
self,” keeps him from earnest interaction with
the external world—friends, family, ideologies,
nations, etc. Thus Peer becomes a fractured
personality, an aesthete without responsibility,
without passion, without commitment, and
therefore without meaning; not even worthy of
hell, he is to be thrown on the scrap heap.
Though this may seem like an internal
psychological issue rather than an external
ethical dilemma, remember that the thing that
saves Peer from the Button Moulder’s ladle is
Solveig, the commitment that he abandoned, but
which never abandoned him. When Peer poses
his existential query, “Where was I?
Myself—complete and whole? / Where? With
2

Sartre, 785-786 / Goffman, 253
Taylor, 40.
4
Letters and Speeches, 106.
3

1

A Doll’s House, 110
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God’s seal upon my brow?” it is Solveig’s
answer, “In my faith, in my hope, and in my
love,”5 that saves him from the ladle.

bourgeois marriage that she doesn’t consider to
be “true.” She is estranged from her
stepchildren and removed from the environment
in which she feels comfortable. Worst of all,
Ellida says that she didn’t come to this home of
her own free will, and “in that phrase,” she tells
her husband, “lies everything.”9 As she sees it,
her only way to freedom is to “cancel the
bargain”10 with Wangel and confront the demons
from her past.

For Nora, authenticity is found in the selfasserting act of leaving her family; for Peer,
authenticity is discovered in the “self-slaying”6
act of returning to family. While Ibsen at times
admonishes the individualistic progressive
values of his time, he just as often condemns
them and all other aureate idealisms. Seen this
way, Ibsen himself may appear to have a rather
fragmented understanding of identity and
interpersonal-relations. However, an additional
element is present which accounts for and
reconciles these discrepancies; it is the
foundational element of Ibsen’s ethics which
Nora called “the greatest miracle of all”7—that
is, of course, love.

Although Wangel comes to understand that he
“never really knew” his own wife, he still feels it
is his duty to “protect” Ellida from her own
freedom.11 At the close of act four, Wangel
bears foreboding resemblance to Torvald: he
cannot truly love Ellida because he cannot take
the miraculous and transformative leap, because
he will not grant her freedom, for fear of losing
her completely. At this point, it seems as if
Wangel wants, in Sartrean terms, “to be loved
by a freedom but demands that this freedom as
freedom should no longer be free.”12

The absence of Ibsen’s “transformative”8 love is
what drives Nora to leave, but its presence is
what forces Peer’s return. Love reconciles the
internal and the external, individuality and
commitment, narcissism and self-loathing: all
these seemingly opposing poles in both Ibsen’s
plays and our contemporary moral situation.

Thankfully, towards the very end of act five,
when The Stranger has arrived and the choice
can no longer be avoided, Wangel realizes the
contradiction of his desire. Though he may be
able to physically detain his wife, he knows that
he can never imprison her thoughts or dreams,
and in order to keep driving these even farther
away, he must allow Ellida to choose for herself.

Love implies an earnest, passionate, and—most
importantly—reciprocal commitment to another
person while concurrently requiring mutual
respect for the other’s unique individuality and
individual freedom. Therefore, in Ibsen’s plays
and, I propose, in actual existence, love is the
only relationship in which one can be truly
just—in which one can authentically be oneself
and allow the other to do likewise, without
becoming trapped in resignment, solipsism, or
nothingness. Of course, Ibsen’s authorship
abounds with examples of where this all goes
wrong, but it is probably best to look at the
optimistic exception, The Lady from the Sea, to
see what it looks like when it all goes right.

In this miraculous moment of emancipation, the
relationship between Ellida and Wangel is
instantaneously transformed into a true and
loving marriage. Ellida is allowed the freedom
that makes authentic ethical decision possible.
She no longer has to leave her husband in order
to become herself, because she, unlike Nora, can
be herself within the now-true marriage.
The issue of responsibility is equally present in
this moment. Wangel tells Ellida, “Now you
can choose—free—on your own responsibility.”
She then says to herself, “Responsibility as

The Lady From the Sea bears a striking
resemblance to A Doll’s House in all but its
ending. Like Nora, Ellida feels trapped in a
5

9

6

10

Peer Gynt, 222
Ibid, 210
7
A Doll’s House, 114
8
Ibid.
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well? But that changes it all.”13 Ellida realizes
that to choose The Stranger, “the unknown,”
would be to choose freedom for freedom’s sake,
which, recalling the earlier Charles Taylor
quote, eliminates all possible candidates for
meaning. Ellida is now in a true marriage, a
loving relationship with Wangel—this is her
candidate for meaning and she can now
authentically bind herself to it.

Ibsen, Henrik. A Doll’s House. Trans. Rolf
Fjelde. New York: Signet, 1965.
Ibsen, Henrik. The Lady From the Sea. Trans.
Michael Meyer. London: Rupert Hart-Davis,
1960.
Ibsen, Henrik. Ibsen: Letters and Speeches. Ed.
Evert Sprinchorn. New York: Hill and Wang,
1964.

Here is Ibsen’s understanding of ideal love: the
lover does not seek to imprison the beloved in
body or in soul, but instead, with full knowledge
of the risk, the lover allows the beloved the
freedom required for her to authentically love
him in return. Thus the relationship is a
reciprocal affirmation of the other’s freedom
rather than a contradictory and one-sided
negation of it. Love is the only situation in
which every party is totally free and still within
a horizon of meaning, thus it is the only
relationship in which each party can maintain
meaningful responsibilities and, therefore, it is
the only viable foundation for a truly
compulsory ethic.

Ibsen, Henrik. Peer Gynt. Trans. Peter Watts.
Middlesex: Penguin, 1966.
Sartre, Jean-Paul. Being and Nothingness: A
Phenomenological Essay on Ontology. Trans.
Hazel E. Barnes. New York: Washington Square
Press, 1992.
Taylor, Charles. The Ethics of Authenticity.
Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1991.

Ibsen’s understanding of ethics is not systematic
and abstract, but deeply personal. He
acknowledges the subjectivity and freedom of
the ethical agent but knows that his or her
decisions are only meaningful if they involve
earnest interaction with another person,
specifically the beloved. Most importantly,
Ibsen’s ethic maintains a solid ought—a sense of
responsibility that, though personal, is still
forcefully binding. These insights are, I think,
original and important contributions to current
moral debate. Ibsen’s ethic fuses the
understanding of tradition one finds in
contemporary Virtue Ethics with the authenticity
of Existentialism; the latter keeps the whole
from falling into solipsistic relativism and the
former guards against reduction to postmodern
role-playing.
Works Cited
Goffman, Erving. The Presentation of the Self
in Everyday Life. New York: Doubleday, 1959.
13
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NORTANA Membership
One of the privileges of NORTANA
membership is the opportunity to become
involved with a small, but dedicated,
organization devoted to the profession of
Norwegian Studies. Membership is open to
teachers, researchers, graduate students, and
members of the community who are interested in
the field.
If you are interested in reviewing books or
instructional materials, or have teaching tips or
information of interest to share with your
colleagues, please contact the Newsletter editor
homstad@stolaf.edu

NORTANA Executive Committee
2005-2008
President
Louis Janus
University of Minnesota
president@nortana.net

Vice-President
Claudia Berguson
Pacific Lutheran University
berguscj@plu.edu

Treasurer
Terje Leiren
University of Washington
leiren@u.washington.edu

Membership in NORTANA costs $15.00 per
year or $40.00 for three years. Membership is
based on a calendar year. If you have let your
membership lapse, now is the time to renew, as
well as to encourage colleagues to join
NORTANA.
To join, or to renew your membership, send
dues to:
Terje Leiren, NORTANA Treasurer
Department of Scandinavian Studies
Box 353420
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195-3420

Secretary
Katherine Hanson
University of Washington
kjhanson@u.washington.edu

Member-at-Large
Ingrid Urberg
University of Alberta, Augustana Faculty
iurberg@augustana.ca

Bjørn Jensen leilighet coordinator
Margaret Hayford O’Leary
St. Olaf College
oleary@stolaf.edu

Webmaster
Kari Lie
University of Texas
kari@norwegianonline.net

Newsletter Editor
Torild Homstad
Oslo International Summer School
St. Olaf College
homstad@stolaf.edu
Oxford Photo credits: Margaret Hayford O’Leary

www.nortana.net
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